Reduce the Gap
You are a new graduate with an admirable professional
degree, but you should be a real value addition to your

Interview Skills
Now a days, the candidates are really lacking the basic and
most important skills on convincing the interviewer and
ultimately making the interview tougher for them. “Every
hiring happens when the interviewer feels that the candidate
believes what he believes”. Why don’t you take the control of

Employer’s current teams and projects. Corporates are
lookig for the candidates who can easly adapt their culture
and blend in to their highly performing professional teams
in a short span of time. At Exact, we bridge the gap between
college and industry by bringing the corporate culture to the
graduates and mould you in next generation skills. Take

the interview while being interviewed? EXACTCORPdevel-

advantage of our “Campus to Corporate” program.

oped a perfect methodology for attending interviews by our

For Corporates

Experts. Here we do have a dream program for the students
“The Pleasure of being interviewed”. Why don’t you take
advantage of it?

Employee Mentoring
Employee Leadership Programs
Setting, Tracking, Achieving Goals
World Class Softskills

Hiring, Staﬃng & QA Testing Services
Hire a Developer
Hire a QA Tester
Hire an Accountant
Outsource an application testing task to Exactcorp

Contact Us
Softskills for Students
Thousands of students are being passed out from professional colleges. But only few of them get their dream job.
Gone are the days when scoring the highest marks in your
class ensured the best jobs in the world. The current job
market is demanding one, the modern day Professional is
no longer one dimensional, they wear many hats – they are
innovators, leaders, motivators and professionals with good
interpersonal skills. Why don’t you be an expert with the
best Soft skills?

Phone: +91 484 4000 552
Mobile: +91 956 2030 300
Email: joseprakash@exactmentors.com
Website: www.exactmentors.com

For us you are not just
another client...
Your brand's success
is our obsession!

Exact Mentoring Foundation is a leading ﬁrm near
Inforpark Kochi, which specializes on college and
corporate training and staﬃng. We developed an
excellent program specially made for colleges for
preparing their candidates for campus placements and it
is called Campus to Corporate program.
The transition from College to a Corporate environment

Campus to Corporate Training Program for
Engineering, MCA, MBA and other Professional
Courses
Reasoning Abilities

Corporate Culture
Corporate Communication
Corporate Ethics and Behavior
Understanding the Cultural diversity
Team working

Critical Thinking
Brainstorming Skills

Goal Settings

is a big adjustment for many graduates. Expectations

Problem Solving

What is a Goal

and responsibilities in the workplace are very diﬀerent

Decision Making

Making a detailed action plan

than those in College. There are unspoken nuances and
social norms that many graduates are completely
unaware of and adjusting to a professional environment
can be extremely challenging as also traumatic to a few.
Exact Mentors guarantee you that you will be able to win
any interviews if you utilize our program eﬀectively.

Communication Skills (Eﬀective Communication)

Overcoming Procrastination
Practice the 15 Minute Rule

Inﬂuencing Group Discussions

Setting SMART goals

Presentation Skills (Art of presentation)

The FDA Rule

Writing and Listening Skills

Setback dealing mechanism

Art of Public speaking

Our experts had the privilege to work for many Fortune

Negotiation and selling skills

100 companies during their tenure in the US and India.

Non-Verbal communication (Body speaks/Body language)

While taking interviews in India, we realized that our
candidates are really missing the basic and most
important skills on convincing the interviewer and
ultimately making it tougher for them. "Every hiring
happens when the interviewer feels that the candidate

Time Management
Prioritization
Dealing with Diﬃcult Tasks

Student Mentoring for Colleges
EXACT MENTORING FOUNDATION aims to ﬁll the gaps in the
current Professional Education system through custom

believes what he believes". For any organization, every

Getting Organized

innovative methods developed by the experts in the

hire has to be a value addition to their ﬁrm. Why don't

How to get away from Distractions

industry. Our Programs are tailor made to meet the needs of

you take control of the interview while being

Work-Life Balance

the Global Corporate Industry and our faculties are working
professionals. We explain it simply, because we understand

interviewed?
We at EXACTCORP developed a perfect methodology for
attending interviews "The Pleasure of being Interviewed"
based on the experience we have in the industry while

Interview Preparation (The thrill of being interviewed)
Understanding the hiring ﬁrm
Understanding the requirements

it well.
We do not teach you to be just a hard worker but a smart
thinker who solves problems eﬃciently. With EXACT, you are

taking and giving interviews at Corporate America and

How to get rid of the fear of interview

no longer the beginner moving around the dark not knowing

Corporate India.

Self Introduction

where to start. With our programs you would be the smart

Things to focus on Face to Face Interview

professional who knows the way around the Corporate

Important interview questions and the intention behind

Industry, armed with a map, a compass and a guide to help

We would like to diﬀerentiate your
Brand by making 100% campus
placements for your students. Are
you ready yet?

them
The rules to answer important interview questions
While attending telephonic/video interviews

you ﬁnd the way around. From traditional learning centers
they teach a lesson and give a test, from EXACT, we give you
a test to learn the lesson. We redeﬁne the training concepts
for those who search for the best career of a life time and

Gaining the trust

show you how to make a life rather than how to make a

Resume preparation

living.

